
CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Concept of GA a11d cvo!ution:u·) progrm .• ;ning 

Our lives are essentially dominated by genes. ·1 hey govern our physical features, our 

bdw\ tor. our personalities, our health, and indeed our longevity [11. T.fie recent greater 

tmderstanding of genetics has pron~d to be a vital tool lor genetic engineering 

.1ppltcation'i in many discip li nes, in add ition to medicine and agriculture. It is wel l known 

that genes can be manipulated, controlled and even turned on and oiT in order to achieve 

dcstrablc amino acid sequences or a polypeptide chain. This significance discovery has 

led to the usc or genetic algorithms (CiA) for computational engineering ll ]. 

Genetic algorithms have been developed by John Holland, his colleagues, and his 

sludents at the University of Michigan. ·1 he goal of their research has been two fold: 

I. To abstract and rigorously C\plain the adaptiYe process of natural sysi.:.ns 

2. To desi5rn artificial systems software that rct:11ns the important mechanisms of 

natural systems "~ .... 

!his approach has led to important discoveries in both natur:.d and at1ificial systems 

SCience l2J. l3 ). . ... (;' 

GJ\ presumes that the potential solution ol' any p~~oblcm is an inuividual and caJJa..b.e 

represented by a set or parameters. These parameters arc regarded as the l?,ciies of a 

chromosome and can be structun:J by a stnng or \alucs in hi nary form. A positive Yalu{ 

generally known as a fitness 'aluc. is used to reflect the degree of "goodness" of the 

problcmtflat woulu be highly related'' ith its objectJ\e \'alue. 
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(1/\s ~re search algorithms based on the meclwnics of' natural selection and natural 

genetic<>. They combine survival of the fittest among string structures with a structured 

~c:t randomi1cd information cxchange to form a search algorithm with some of the 

intlnV<hive flair of human search. In every generation, a new set of artilicial creatures 

(!-ott ing!-.) is ~.:rcatcd using bits and pieces of thl..! litll.:st of the old: an occasionalnc\\ pan is 

tried for good measure. While randomi1etl, genetic algorithms are no simple random 

walk. The: efficient!) e.\ploit historical information to speculate on new search points 

\\ rth e\pected improved performance. 

l'hroughout a genetic evolution, the fitter chromosome has a teffdency to yield good 

qualit) oft:o;;pring that means a better solution to any problem. In a practical G/\ 

application, a population pool of chromosomes has to be installed and these can be 

randomly set initially. The size of thi.'. population varies f'rom one problem to another 

although some guidelines arc given in. In each cycle of genetic operation, termed as an 

C\ oh ing process, a subsequent general ion is created from the chromosomes in the current 

population. This can only succeed if a group .,r these chromosomes, generally called 

.. parents'" or a collection term "mating pool" is selected via a specific selection routine. 

'I he genes of the parents arc mi:-..cd and recombined for the production of offspring in the 

ne'\t generation. It is expected that from this process of evolution (manipulation of 

genes}, the '·better .. chromosome \\iII create a larger number of offspring, and thus ha.., a 

higher chance of surviving in the subsequent generation. emulating the survival-of-the-

littest mechanism in nature. 
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f-igure 1.1: A Genetic /\lgorithm cycle 
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1.1.1 \ Vhat arc Gcnes'l 

In 1859 Charles D:.uwin (ISm-S?) publisheu an extremely controvc1:sial book 

"hose full title is "On the origin c~( spccws hy 111cans of natural selection. or the 

prcscrmtion offa\'Orcd mccs in rhc struggle for life", which is now popularly 

known as The origin of spcctes. I lc suggested that a species is continually 

developing, his controversial thesis implying that man himself came from ape-like 

stock. During his explorations. Darwin was impressed by the \'ariations between 

species. I Ie noticed that in almost all organisms there is a huge potential for the 

production of ortspring as. for example. eggs and spores. bu~ that only a small 
.1 

percentage survi\ e to adulthood. lie also observed that within a population there is 

a great deal of variation. This led him to deduce that those variants which survived 

the struggle to adulthood were, presumnbly, the ones most fit to do so. Supposing 

that individual variation could he inherited by offspring, Darwin saw evolution as 

the natural selection of inheritable variations. 

Around the same time, Gregor Mendel ( 1822-84) in\'estigated the inheritance or 

char:.~cteristics, or trnits, in his experiments with pea plants. By e.xamining h~brids 

from different strains of plant he ohta111ed some notion of the interactions or 

characters. for example. when crossing tall plants with short ones, all the resulting 

h) hrius were tall regardless or \\'hich plant donated the pollen. \1cndel declared that 

the characters or genes as they later came to he kr1own, for the tall pi:Jnt was ,., 
dominant and that the gene for shortness was recessive. Although Mendel 's 

c'\pcrimcnts laid the foundations for the study of genetics, it was not until 30 years 

af'ter his death that Waller Sutton (1~77- 191<>) discovered that genes were _l?,.ilft or 

chromosomes in the nucleus. 

However, Darwin's theory emphasi;cd the role of continuous \'aria.tion within 
"' "' species. In contrast. disti net d i fferenccs bet ween species are not uncommol1 in 

nature, i.e. discontinuous \anat ion. llugo de Varis (1848-1935) obser,cd that in a 

population of cultivated pla1~:s. striktngly different \·ariants \\·ould occasionally 

appear. To explain this discontinuou-, \anation. de \'aris de\·eloped :.1 theory of 
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mutation. Superficially, the new science of g<.:nctics scemeu to support the mutation 

theory of evolution against orthouox Darwinism. With greater understanding of the 

structure of genes, genetics came to n.:ali;c Ito'' subtle the ertcct of mutation could 

he. If a characteristic is ddcrmined by a stnglc gene, mutation may have a dramatic 

effect; but ira battery of genes eombtncs to control that characteristic, mutation is 

one of them may only have a negligible ei'!Cct. It is clear. therefore. that there is not 

a sharp distinction between mutation and Darwmtan theory of e\ elution as they 

O\'erlap. The principle of selection uoes. hO\\e,·cr, remain sound. 

The fundamental unit of information in li,·ing system is the gcne,Jin general, a 

gene is defined as a portion of a chromosome that determines or aiTccts a single 

charuc ter or pheno type (visible property), I(H· example, eye colour. ll comprises a 

segment of deoxyribonucleic acid ( D~/\), commonly packaged into structures 

called chromosomes. This genetic information is capable of producing a functional 

btological product that is most often a protein. 

· 1.1.2 EYolutionary Computation 

Evolutionary Algorithms can be dt\ tdcd tnto three main areas of research [4]: 

Genetic Algorithms (GA) (from '' htch both Genetic Programming (which some 

researchers argue is a fourth main area) and Lcaming Cla~si~ Systems arc basco), 
~ . 

Evolution Strategies (ES) and [, olutionary Progranuning. Genetic Programming 

began as a general model lor adaptive process but has become etTcctiv~ at 

optimitation while Evolution Strategies was designed from the beginning fox .•. • 
. . ' 

\'ariablc optimization. 

~·-
rhe origins of Evolution Computing can be tr:.tccd to early work by Co~nputcr 

Scicmists in the I 950s and I 960s \\'ith the iuca that evolutionary processes could be 

applied to engineering problems of optunit.ation. Tbis leu to three major 
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independent implementations of Evolutionary Computing of which two arc 

Evolution Strategies and Genetic Algorithms. 

Genetic Algorithms were initially de\ eloped by Bremermann in I <J'\8 but 

populari1.ed by Holland who applied GA to formally study atlaptation in natlu·e for 

the puq1ose or applying the mcchamsms rnto computer science. 

However, while HollanJ populari;ed the GA. Bremermann made significant 

a<.h ances in the development or GA \\ ith the iuea that in the future computers 

would be capable of implementing his more advanced methods . . .f3rcmermann was 

the first [ 4] to implement real-coded Genetic Algorithms as well as providing a 

mathematical motlel of GA k.nown as the one-max function. 

In contrast to Genetic Algorithms, Evolution Strutcgics were initially developed 

lor the purpose of Parameter Optimi;ation. According to Rcchcnbcrg l4 J, the first 

Evolution Strategies were developed Ill I <)64 at the Technical University of Berlin 

(TUB). The itlea was to imitate the pr inciplcs of organic evolution in experimental 

parameter optimiLation for applications sut:h as pipe bending or PID control for a 

nonlinear system. 

bolutionary computing is a family or stochastic search tcchni4ues that mimic 
$ 

the natural evolution [5] proposed by Charles Dan\·iri,1fl 1858. In the realm of' 

search techniques the following classilication indicates the position of evolutionary 

algorithms: 
.... ' 

... ~. \ 

lot .... 

., 
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Figure 1.2: Search techniques 

lf'\\e consider intelligence as a kind of capability of an cntit} to adapt itsclfto ever 

changing environment, \vC could con~idcr cvolutionar~ algorithms as a subdivision 

of' son comruting: 
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Figure 1.3: Artificiallntc lligcncc techniques v· ," 

These algorithms arc made of several iteration~ of thc basic Evolution Cycle: 
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V:~ rintion , 

l\1u t:1tio n 

Figure 1.4: Basic Lvolution Cycle 

Different variations of l ~volutionary Computing incorporate the same basic 

cyck with difkrent presentations' model or specific combinations of Variation. 

:vlutat ion, Selection. and Replacement method-.. I he interesting point in 

implementation is the balance bemecn two oppo...,ite operations. In one hand the 

~ckl'lion operation intends to reduce di' crsity or population (set of possible 

:--.olutions) and on the other hand the Variation and i\1utation operators try to 

int:rcnse di\ersity of population. This fact kads to the convergence rate and quality 

of' solution. --/ ... 

1.1.3 Genetic Algorithms . . ' 

, 
; < 

The GA is a stochast ic globa l ...,ean.:h method that lll lll1 1CS the metaphor .... 
natural biological evolution. Gt\..., operate on a population of potential soiutions / 

applying the principle \ I f sun i\'al of the litte .... t to produce (hopefully) better and 

better approximation to a solution. At each generation. a ne\\ set of appro:-..imations 

is cn:,!leJ by the process of selecting 1ndiv1duab according to their level of fitne...,s 
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in the problem domain and breeding them together using operators borrowed from 

natural genetics. This process lead'> to the evolution of populations of individuals 

that an.: better su itcd to their el1\-ironlllclll than the individuals that they were created 

from. 

lndi' iduals or current appro\.imation-; arc encoded as strings. chromo:-omcs, 

composed O\er some alphabct(s). so that the genot) pes (chromosome 'alue~) arc 

uniquely mapped onto the dcti'>ion 'ariable (phenol) pic) domain. The most 

common!; used representation in Gas is the binary alphabet [0, I) although other 

representations can be used, e.g. tcrnar;. integer, real-valued etc. r:!r ei\ample, a 

problem with two variables, x1 and r_, , ma) be rnapp~.!d onto the chromosome 

structur\.! in the following way: 

100 1 0110110 1 00101110110 1 

X X' 

When?. x1 is encoded \\·ith ten bits and x~ \\ith 15 bits. possibly reflecting the level 

of accurac) or range of the indi\ idual decision 'ariablcs. 

E\.amining the chromosome string in isolation yield.., no information about the 

problem. \\hich \VC arc trying to sohc. It is unl) \\ith the decoding of the 
,/ 

chromosome into its phcnot)pit: values that any meaning <an be applied o the 

n.:prcsentation. However as des<.:ribed b~.!IO\\', thl.! search process ''ill operate on this 

cm:mling of the decision variables, rathl:r than the c.k:cision 

except. of course. where real-valued genes arc used. 

llavi ng decoded the chromosome rcpresental ion into the decision 
; 

domain. it is possible to assess the pcrli.>rmance, or fitness, of indi-vidual members 

of a population. This is done through an objective function that characteri/eS an 

indi\'idual's performance in the probkm domain. In the natural \\Orld. this would be 

an indi' idual's ability to sur\ivc in it'> present em ironment. Thus. the objccthc 
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function establishes the basis lor selection or pairs or individuals, which will be 

mated together during reproduction. 

During the reproduction phase, each individual is assigned a fitness value 

dem ed from its raw perlormam:e measure given by the objectiYe function. This 

value is used in the selection proces-; to btas it to\\ ards fitter indi\ iduals. llighly lit 

indn iduals, relati,·e to the whole population. haYe a high probability of being 

selected for mating \\'hcreJs less fit indi\ iduals ha\ e a correspondingly low 

prooability of being selected. 

l 

Once the individuals have been assigned a fitness value, they can be chosen 

from the population, with a probability according to their relative fitness, and 

recombined to produce the next generation. Genetic operators manipulate the 

characters (genes) of the chromosomes directly, using the assumption that certain 

indi' idual's gene coclcs, on average, produce litter individuals. 

:\ scheme called Roulette \\'heel selection is one of the most common 

techniques being used for such proportionate selection mechanism. To illustrate this 

further. the selection procedure is listed in table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 

Roulette n heel select ion procedure --/ 
" 

- Sum the fitness of all the population members; named as total fitness (F.111111), 

~ 

- Generate a random number (11) between 0 and total fitness F,11111 • •• , 

- Return the first population member whose fitness, added to the fitness or the 

preceding population members, is greater than or equal to 11. .-•• 

/., 

For example, in figure 1.5. the circurnft.:rcncc of the Roulette wheel is F, .. 
111 

for 

all fiYe chromosomes. Chromosome 4 i~ the fittest chromosome and occupies the 

largest interval, whereas chromosome I ts the kast lit that corresponds to a smaller 
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interval within the Roulette wheel. To se lect a chromosome, a random number is 

generated in the interval 10. F"'ml and the imlividual \vhusc segment spans the 

random number is selected. 

rill' cycle of evolution is n:peatctl until a desired termination criterion 1s 

reached. I his criterion can also he set by the number of evolution c:clcs 

(computational runs). or the amount of variation of indi\ iduals bct\\een different 

generations. or a pre-defined 'alue of litnc'>s. 

01 

1:12 

03 

04 

•s 

rigurc 1.5: Roulette "heel selection 

j 

In order to facilitate the ( i \ e\ olution cycle, t\\o fundamental operators: 

( 'rossovcr and mutation arc required. although the :;elt:ction routine can be termed 

<~'- the other operator. 'I o further i llustr.nc the opcrational procetlure. a one-point 

crossm er mechanism is depicted on figure I .6. A cru:;:;o\ er point is randomly set. 

I hc portions of the t\YO chromosomes beyond this cut-otT p~ to the right arc to be 

" 
C\changcd to form the ol'l~pring. An operation rate (pJ '' ith a typical valuc 

bd\\CCil 0.6 and 1.0 is normally used as the probability of crossover. 

crossover poinl .;' 

--·-.., 

Parents Offspring 

Figure 1.6: J: ,amplc of onc point crossOYcr 
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llm'vever, lor mutntion (figure 1.7), thi s applied to each offspring. individually 

alter the crossover exercise. It alters each bit randomly \\ith a sma ll probability (p 111 ) 

with at~ pica! va lue of less than 0.1. 

Original Chromosome 

"C\\ Chromosome 

r:igure 1.7: Process of mutation 

The chose of p111 and P.: as the contro l parameters can be a complex nonlinear 

optimi7ation problem to solve. Furthermore, their settings are critically dependent 

upon the nature of the objective function. I his se lection issue sti ll remains open to 

sugge"t ion although some guide! incs have been introduced. 

- For large population si7e (I 00) 

( rossm cr rate: 0.6 

;'vlutation rate: 0.00 I 

- For small population siLe (30) 

Crossover rate: 0.9 

Mutation rate: 0.0 I 

1.2 Electrica l energy demand forecasting 

.. / 
" 

.; 

--·-, 
hnecasting demand is both a science and an ~rt. The need and relevance of/ 

forccastmg demand for an electric utili!) has become a much-d1:,cussed ISsue 111 the 

recent past. I his has led to the developm...:nt of various ne\\ tools and methods for 

forecasting in the last two decades. In the past, straight-line c:\trapolations of historical 
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Cl!Crgy consumption trends served well. However, with the onset of inllation and rapidly 

1ising energy prices, emergence of alternative fuels and technologies (in energy supply 

Jnd end-usc), changes in lifestyles, institutional changes etc, it has become very 

unportant to usc modeling techniques \\'hich capture the effect of factors such as prices, 

mcomc. population, technology and other economic, demographic, policy and 

technological variables[(>). 

There is an urgent need for precision in the demand forecasts. In the past, the world 

O\'cr, an underestimate was usually allended by setting up turbine generator plants fired 

hy cheap oil or gas, since they could be sd up in a short period of timeA·ith relati\cly 

small itn-estment. On the other hand, overestimates were corrected by demand growth. 

lhc underlying notion here was that in the worst case, there would be an excess capacity, 

\\'hich would be absorbed soon. 

roday an underestimate coukl lead to under capacity, v.hieh would result in poor 

quality of service including locali;ed brownouts, or even blackouts. An overestimate 

could lead to the authori?ation of a plant that may not be needed for several years. Many 

util ities do not cam enough to be able to cover such a cost with out offsetting revenues. 

~1orcon:r. in ,·iew of the ongoing n.:fi.>nn process. with associated unbundling of 

electricity supply sen ices, tariff rclonns and nsmg role of the pri,ate sector. a realistic 

assessment of demand assumes ever-greater importance. These arc required not merely 
I 

li.lr ensuring optimal phasing of investments, a long-term ~hsideration, but also 

rationali/ing pricing structures and designing demand side management programs, which 

arc lll the nature of short- or medium-term needs. 
p 

The construction period for power plants, which arc S-0t up to meet consumer demand, 

typically \aries between 5 to 7 years in the case ol· thennal and hydro plants amLJ to~ 

;.:cars lor gas-based plants. As a result, util1tics must rorecast demand for the long'nm (I 0 / 

to 20 years), make plans to construct l~tcilities and begin Jc\elopment \\ell before the 

indices of forecast grO\\th rc\'crse or slowdown. ~mce electric utilities arc basically 

dcdtcateJ to the objcctiYe of sen ing. consumc1 demands, in general the consumer can 
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place a reasonable demand on the system in terms or quality of power. With some built-in 

rcser\e capacity, the utilities may h:l\c to conligurc a system to respond to these to the 

extent possible. 

In the process of making predictions, forccoster bcors in mind the feedback effects of 

pncing und other policy changes. and thcrcrore, participates in the process of designing 

ways and means to meet consumer demands. 

1.3 P1·oposed methodology of electrica l eneq~y demand forecasting l 

There is an array of methods that arc available today for forecasting demand: 

1. Time trenu method 

11 End-usc methou 

111. Econometric approach 

An appropriate method is chosen based on the nature of the uata available and the 

dcsucd nature anu level of detail of the forecasts. 

The proposed methodology is based on Genct1c Algorithms. The all-possible factors 

that af'fect the electrical energy demand arc con!:iidcreJ in designing the forecasting 

111o~lel. By giving a particular weight to each factor & subjecti~to natural evolution a 
" mme accmatc electrical energy demand-forecasting model could be obtained . 

. ..-' 
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